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案，开发了一台 200mm×200mm×150mm 的四轴加工平台，即基于 PCI-1240 运
动控制卡来研究四轴数控研磨平台的运动控制，采用了基于上位机和下位机的双
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Abstract 
Precision and ultra precision machine’s developing is directly influencing 
sophisticated technology and defense industry’s development. Countries all over the 
world pay high attention to this respect,put large into developing and researching,at 
the same time,technology secrecy and control export. Owing to aerospace、
sophisticated technique、various high precision instruments、 inertial navigation 
platform、 optics and laser technology developed rapidly and more extensive 
application in the fields , a variety of complicated high-precision parts、optics parts、
high-precision flat surface、 curved surface and complex shape processing are 
becoming urgent task. 
This article is armed at the precision machining,which have made a new type 
design of the 200mm × 200mm × 150mm four-axis numerical control precision 
abrasive table,based on PCI-1240 motion control card that used to research the motor 
control of the four-axis control grinding plate,used double CPU open numerical 
control system based on upper computer and lower computer .This system have 
adopted  IPC and XP operating system, and choose Visual C++6.0 as the 
development tool,by researching flat surface grinding and aspheric surface machining 
processing theory. Completing the following content： 
1. Completed the whole numerical control grinding plate mechanism and 
hardware system’s design and rig. This platform have used 45 steel which has steady 
performance as the main structural material,and adopted servo motor as the drive 
mechanism,ball screw as transmission gear,slide guide as guide mechanism, overall 
system have the stable mechanism and reliable function.  
2. Completed the whole precision abrasive table’s design and debug,control 
system adopted control system which is held together by computer、control card、
drive、servo motor、transmission 、guide mechanism and so on. 
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processing theory,introduced some common machining trajectory planning,design and 
realize the control software. The main functional modules of the software initializing. 
bas module、basic movement control module and linear motion. 
4. Designed the four-axis numerical control abrasive table machining 
experiment,tested the control system,and verified the practicability and validity of this 
platform system. 
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第一章 绪论 





一些主要的光学非球面器件的材料及应用领域如表 1.1 所示 
表1.1  主要的光学元件器件的材料及应用领域 
Table 1.1  The main optical component materials and applications 
















































图 1.1 球面与非球面的光学特性 
Fig1.1  Optical characteristics of spherical surface and aspheric surface 
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